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An Aerated Wastewater Treatment System (AWTS) uses aerobic treatment to
promote oxidation and microbiological consumption of organic matter by bacteria
through facilitated biological processes. Given enough oxygen and time, aerobic
microbes (eg bacteria, protozoa) break down organic matter through respiration.
Figure 4.1 shows the schematic operation of an AWTS.

Figure 4.1 Typical schematic of an AWTS
Aeration and nitrogen
Aerobic processes encourage specific bacteria to convert organic nitrogen and
ammonia to nitrate (nitrification). Oxygen is supplied to the aeration chamber by a
pump (blower) and air diffusers, or mechanical mixing / movement of the effluent, or
trickling effluent over porous material (passive). Aerobic chambers are sized to ensure
endogenous respiration occurs, limiting the population and avoiding the need for
larger aerobic chambers. Over time, dead cell mass and residuals will collect in the
chamber and eventually need to be removed.
Aerobic treatment can be affected by variation in hydraulic and organic loads.
Intermittent or low loads can affect the system performance. Air supply and sludge
return systems need regular monitoring and adjustment to ensure best system
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performance. Experience with AWTSs show that these factors constantly change and
they cannot be left ‘as installed’. Factors that will affect aerobic treatment are:
• volume / rate / timing of oxygen supply
• food / microorganism (F/M) ratio
• temperature
• pH
• sludge return ratios and wasting (sludge age).
Clarification
Clarification allows aerobically treated effluent and solids to settle by providing still
conditions. Many clarification chambers use a funnel (Imhoff) design to concentrate
settled sludge and minimise re-suspension. The collected sludge is either recirculated
to the aeration chamber or wasted (pumped out). Wasted sludge is sent to the primary
chamber but eventually some sludge must be removed from the aerobic chamber.
Disinfection
Disinfection removes disease-causing organisms from the wastewater stream. In
NSW (and most states) you must have a disinfection system for AWTS if treated
effluent will be irrigated on the surface or shallow subsurface. Disinfection usually
involves either chlorination using chlorine tablets in an erosion feeder (most common),
or ultraviolet (UV) irradiation (gaining acceptance).
Chlorine is harsh on metal components such as mechanical seals and impellers, and
can very quickly degrade them. For treatment systems that use chlorine disinfection,
the pump should be made from materials that will not be damaged by the corrosive
chlorine.
4.1

Design

System selection
All domestic AWTSs installed in NSW must be accredited by NSW Health. A
regulatory authority cannot approve the installation of a non-accredited system.
Accredited AWTS are listed on the NSW Health website
www.health.nsw.gov.au/publichealth/environment/water/waste_water.asp.
You must select a system that is suitable for the proposed use. All systems have
features that can be beneficial or problematic if installed on certain sites. Things to
consider when selecting a system include:
• the daily wastewater load – AWTS can have various capabilities to
accommodate different sized daily wastewater loads. The system chosen must
consider these daily wastewater loads and not overload the system
• the system location – issues include distance from the house, gravity drainage,
and proximity to other structures
• proximity to the effluent management area – this influences the pump size and
where to run irrigation mains.
The irrigation hose and sprinklers provided with a new AWTS are not acceptable for
use in the Sydney drinking water catchment. Adequate supplementary hosing and
sprinklers must be installed.
Membrane filter AWTS
Membrane filter AWTSs use aeration, recycling and membrane filtration to produce a
very high quality filtrate. Water is forced through a membrane with very small pores
that separates suspended solids and microorganisms from treated water. Membranes
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are cleaned by low flux operation, air scouring by bubbling, intermittent operation or
backwashing.
Membrane filtration is a primary disinfection process. Membranes with an average
pore size of 0.2 microns remove all faecal coliforms and some viruses. The purified
wastewater is transported across the membranes under pressure by the filtrate pump
and directed to the irrigation pump well (NSW Health, 2009).
Design flow chart
When choosing an AWTS, carefully consider daily wastewater loads and site and soil
constraints to ensure sustainable effluent application with a neutral or beneficial effect
on water quality. Figure 4.2 shows the minimum steps to take in AWTS design.
Designer accountability
The designer must provide a Design Producer Statement, including a warranty for the
design, to ensure high level accountability. Appendix 2 includes an example of a
Design Producer Statement.
4.2

Installation

The manufacturer or their agent usually installs AWTS tanks in compliance with the
manufacturer’s recommendations, ‘AS/NZS 3500.2:2003 Plumbing and Drainage Part
2 Sanitary Plumbing and Drainage’ and Council requirements. System installers and
Council inspectors can use Checklist 4.1 to ensure the AWTS has been installed
correctly. The following extra steps provide details that are not included in the
checklist.
Step 1 Transporting tanks
All proprietary tanks should be manufactured and transported to the installation site as
one complete unit to preserve their structural integrity. Tank manufacturers can
recommend suitable transport methods based on the tank type. Tanks should be kept
upright and not laid on their side.
Step 2 Lifting and moving tanks
All tanks should only be lifted or moved using the lifting points shown on the outside of
the tank. Tanks should not be lifted by the rim or lid/inspection holes. Do not use a
forklift unless the lift arms reach completely underneath the tank to support the base.
Step 3 Excavating and preparing the hole for tanks
The depth of the hole for the tank depends on the fall of the pipe to the tank and the
distance from the installed tank to the wastewater source. The tank should be installed
so that the lid remains at least 100 millimetres above final ground level to avoid
stormwater entering the tank. The hole must be clear of roots and foreign matter. The
excavation must allow space to fix tank anchors as per the manufacturer’s
recommendations, if needed. The base of the hole must have a clean bed of
compacted sand at least 50 millimetres deep. The sand surface must be flat and level.
Step 4 Installing tanks
Tanks should be carefully lowered into the hole and not dropped. Use lifting
equipment to adjust the position of the tanks. The tank inlet should be in line with the
inlet pipes.
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Figure 4.2 AWTS Design
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Step 5 Connecting pipes and fittings
Connect the tank inlet to the inlet pipe using a 100 millimetre rubber sleeve and
secure it according to plumbing practices detailed in AS/NZS 3500:2003 and the
manufacturer’s recommendations. Methods to secure pipe work into inlets and outlets
vary with the different tanks, which may include concrete, fibreglass or polyethylene.
Step 6 Sealing pipes and lids
Seal tank lids and inlet and outlet connections with an appropriate durable and flexible
sealant to stop stormwater entering the tank.
Step 7 Drainage
If stormwater or groundwater cannot adequately drain away from the tank hole, the
tank could move resulting in failed or broken pipes and connections, and/or the tank
could lift completely out of the ground. Infiltrated stormwater and/or groundwater
should be drained from around the tank using agricultural (Ag) pipe (Figure 4.3) and a
free draining backfill. This may not be possible if there is not enough fall for the water
to leave the pipes. In this case the tank may need to be anchored (Step 8).

Figure 4.3 Ag pipes around base of tank for drainage
Sloping sites and sites with high surface water flows may need stormwater diversion
devices to prevent ponding and pooling around the top of the installed tank. A surface
drainage berm to divert surface water run off from pooling around the tank can be built
using mounded soil before vegetating (see Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.4 Tank stormwater drainage design

Figure 4.5 Ground anchors
Step 8 Attaching ground anchors (if needed)
If groundwater levels are high and/or drainage cannot be installed, ground anchors
may be needed (Figure 3.4). The size and installation of ground anchors must comply
with ‘AS/NZS 1546:2008 3.2.2 Anchorage’.
Loops connecting the anchors to the tank must be fitted when the tank is installed.
Each side of the tank must be anchored using a piece of filled pipe attached to the
tank by durable ties made from stainless steel cable. These ties are fitted to the
anchor points on the tank and have a loop in the other end at excavation base level.
Backfilling covers the anchors securing the tank in the ground. To prepare ground
anchors you must:
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•

•
•
•

fill the ground anchors (100 millimetres uPVC sewer pipe) with sand and cap
the ends. Attach at least two anchors to a tank, parallel to each other, on
opposite sides of the tank. Use more anchors if the soil is prone to saturation.
The anchors should be at least as long as the diameter of the tank
secure the free end loops of cable around the ends of each ground anchor,
with two cables to each anchor
fit a stainless steel shackle in each cable through pre-drilled holes in vertical
ribs of each tank and secure
hang all ground anchors level beside the tank approximately 150 millimetres
from the bottom of the excavation, with cables fully secured and all fastenings
securely tightened. Sand filled anchors help tighten the cables and ensure
maximum effect. Do not run cables through the anchor pipes as they will cut
when under loads.

Alternatively, a hydrostatic flange and anchor collar may be fitted. An ‘L’ shaped
anchor collar section at least 65 millimetres wide and 6 millimetres thick should be
constructed and fixed to the outside circumference of the tank with durable material
protected from corrosion. The collar can be continuous around the circumference or in
sections at least 600 millimetres long and fixed on opposite sides of the tank. For a
vertical cylindrical tank the flange is fixed less than 300 millimetres from the base. For
a horizontal cylindrical tank the flange is situated along the line of the greatest
horizontal perimeter.
Step 9 Venting and air supply
AWTSs need an air supply for treatment processes. The volume of air delivered to the
aeration chamber directly relates to the amount of organic matter the treatment plant
can remove. The air that enters the treatment plant must be able to exit to complete
the aeration cycle.
Substantial airflow is needed for proper aeration. The compressor and blower are
positive pressure air supplies. The air supply into the treatment unit is protected by
removing debris from the air with a filter, which must be installed in the air blower.
Where a blower or compressor is used for the air supply the correct diameter pipe
must be used, and the number of fittings that change direction must be minimised to
avoid excess friction loss in the air supply pipes. A blower needs a larger diameter
pipe because of the volume of air being moved through the piping. The depth of the
air discharge point will depend on the system design and can vary from one
manufacturer to another. The compressor/air blower must be located on a stable
foundation to prevent movement. It should also be located above the relevant
council’s flood planning level, and not in an area on the tank subjected to flooding.
Step 10 Sludge return lines
Solids that settle in the clarifier are known as sludge. A sludge return line directs the
sludge from the clarifier back into the aeration chamber for further treatment. The
sludge return pump is located at critical points where sludge settles, usually specified
by the manufacturer of a proprietary system. The sludge return lines must be directed
to either the aeration chamber or the septic (anoxic zone) as recommended by the
system designer. Sludge return outlets should be located at the inlet junction of these
zones, not directly into the tank as the discharge into a scum layer of a septic zone
can break down the scum layer and cause odours (see Figure 4.1). The sludge return
pump must be electrically wired to the system control panel for suitable operation.
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Step 11 Control panel
The control panel must be water tight with all connections sealed to stop moisture or
sewer gases from entering.
Step 12 Backfill
Do not start backfilling until connections and anchoring are all complete. Some
regulatory authorities require an inspection before backfilling.
Step 13 Vegetation
The area around the tanks should be suitably vegetated with non-invasive plant
species. Some plants can penetrate even a sealed tank and pipe work. Planting
suitable species around a tank, particularly on sloping sites, is important to minimise
soil erosion from the excavated area around the tanks.
Checklist 4.1 outlines a comprehensive range of inspection items for new AWTS tank
installations. Councils and installers can use the checklist as part of their installation
report. Installation checklists for land application systems are included in Sections 10 Absorption trenches and beds, 11 - Evapotranspiration absorption beds, 12 - Surface
irrigation and 13 - Subsurface irrigation.
Step 14 Manufacturer’s instructions
Carefully follow manufacturer’s instructions for the specific type of AWTS being
installed.
The system installer or Council inspector can use Checklist 4.1 when installing and
inspecting the installation of an AWTS.
System Design
Better communication between the designer and installer is achieved by the designer
preparing a System Design. This report describes and quantifies the design and
illustrates the appropriate layout and configuration of the system with appropriate
plans and sketches. Appendix 3 includes an example of a System Design.
Finally, the installer provides an Installation Certificate. This certifies that the
installation is as described in the relevant sections of the Design Producer Statement.
Appendix 4 includes an example of an Installation Certificate.
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Checklist
Checklist4.1
4.1AWTS
AWTStank
tankinstallation
installationinspection
inspectionfor
forsystem
systeminstaller
installerand
andCouncil
inspectors
Council inspectors
Owners
Ownersname:
name:
Address:
Address:
Installation
Installationdate:
date:
Tank
Tankdescription:
description:
Type
TypeofofAWTS
AWTS
Manufacturer:
Manufacturer:
Material:
Material:

Model
Model#:
#:

□□Plastic/poly
□□Concrete
Plastic/poly
Concrete

□□ Fibreglass
Fibreglass

□ Other
Other

Manufacturer’s
Manufacturer’sload
loadbearing
bearingrating:
rating:

□□Yes
Yes

Multiple
Multipletanks
tanks

□□No
No

Specified
Specifiedororcalculated
calculatedtank
tankcapacity
capacityofofeach
eachtank
tank
(1)
(1)

LL

(2)
(2)

Total
Totaltank
tankcapacity
capacity

LL

LL

Tank
Tankdimensions
dimensionsand
andcapacities
capacities(as
(asprovided
providedon
onmanufacturer’s
manufacturer’sdesign
designspecification
specification
sheet)
sheet)
Tank
Tank (1)
(1)

Tank
Tank (2)
(2)

Exterior
Exteriordimensions
dimensions(diameter
(diameter&&height)
height)

mm
mm

mm
mm

Interior
Interiordimensions
dimensions(base
(basetotoinvert
invertofofoutlet)
outlet)

mm
mm

mm
mm

Exterior
Exteriorheight
heightofofinlet
inletinvert
invert

mm
mm

mm
mm

Exterior
Exteriorheight
heightofofoutlet
outletinvert
invert

mm
mm

mm
mm

Effective
Effectivedepth
depth

mm
mm

mm
mm

Capacities
Capacitiesofofeach
eachcompartment
compartment
Anaerobic
Anaerobic(Septic)
(Septic)

LL

Aeration
Aeration

LL

Clarifier
Clarifier(sludge
(sludgesettling)
settling)

LL Pump
Pumpwell
well(chlorine
(chlorinecontact)
contact)

LL

Other
Other(describe)
(describe)
Excavation
Excavation/ /setting
settingtank
tank
Location
Locationofoftanks
tanks(describe):
(describe):
Nature
Natureofofinstallation:
installation:
Verify
Verifyrequired
requiredinlet
inlet/ /outlet
outletelevations
elevations
Groundwater
Groundwaterpresent
presentininexcavation
excavation
Dewatering
Dewateringperformed
performed

□ Free
Free Standing
Standing
□ Yes
Yes
□ Yes
Yes
□ Yes
Yes

□ Buried
Buried
□ No
No
□ No
No
□ No
No
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Bottom of excavation
Level
Free of rock and debris

□ Yes
□ Yes

□ No
□ No

□ Yes
□ Yes

□ No
□ No

□ Yes
□ Yes

□ No
□ No

□ Yes
□ Yes
□ Yes

□ No
□ No
□ No

□ Yes
□ Yes

□ No
□ No

□ Yes

□ No

Bedding material
Description:
Depth

cm

Free of large rocks and debris
Compacted
Structural integrity of tank verified
Tank installed level
Tank oriented correctly
Flotation prevention (for buried tanks only)
Buoyancy calculation provided on design
Tank collar installed
Anchor weight installed
Other (describe):
Backfill
Backfill material:
Free of debris and large rocks
Compacted
Piping
Piping in appropriate sequence (inlet/outlet)
Inlet

mm

Outlet / supply line

mm

Pipe specifications (nominal diameter and material)
Return line

mm

Joints in excavated area
Pipe sealing
Pipes sealed (including electrical conduit)
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Electrical conduit

mm

□ Yes

□ No

□ Yes

□ No
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Type of sealant

Inlet
Outlet / supply line
Return line
Electrical conduit

Recirculation device

□ Yes

□ No

□ Yes

□ No

□ Yes
□ Yes
□ Yes
□ Yes
□ Yes
□ Yes

□ No
□ No
□ No
□ No
□ No
□ No

Type of device
Tank lids
Venting
Tank vent (describe):
Tank water tightness testing
Manufacturer testing
Pumps operational
Pump timing
Alarm to indicate no irrigation / high water
Service contract in place
Service provider:
Contact number:
Comments, actions or repairs needed:

(Where a response in the above Checklist needs extra information or action, specify the action plan
and/or the process to fix the problem, or specify an alternative that is being offered)

Name / title of inspector:
Signature:

Date:
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4.3
Testing
4.3
Testing
Electrical components
Electrical components
All electrical components should be tested by an appropriately qualified technician.
All electrical components should be tested by an appropriately qualified technician.
Pumps
Pumps
All pumps should be clean water tested before commissioning and pressure tested to
All pumps
clean water
tested
before
and pressure
ensure
the should
desiredbe
pressure
can be
achieved
forcommissioning
the pumps’ specific
purpose.tested to
ensure the desired pressure can be achieved for the pumps’ specific purpose.
Water tightness
Water tightness
Seal all joints with flexible sealant according to the manufacturer’s instructions so they
Sealwatertight.
all joints with
flexible
to the manufacturer’s
instructions
so they
are
Secure
thesealant
AWTS according
lid and inspection
openings to provide
a watertight
are watertight. Secure the AWTS lid and inspection openings to provide a watertight
seal.
seal.
Pre-commissioning checks
Pre-commissioning checks
• Check pressure of air blower
pressure
of air blower
• Check all
air diffusers
are working and adjust air valves to appropriate settings
air diffusers
are working
and adjust
air valves to appropriate settings
• Check all
sludge
and skimmer
return lines
are working
• Check float
sludge
and
skimmer
return
lines
are
working
switch levels and pump activation levels
• Check float
switch
alarms
worklevels and pump activation levels
alarms
work of the irrigation pump.
• Check the
operation
• Check the operation of the irrigation pump.
4.4
Inspection
4.4
Inspection
A Council inspector should inspect the tank and all associated pipe and drainage work
A Council
inspectortoshould
inspect
the tank andare
all associated
pipe and drainage
work
before
backfilling,
ensure
all components
correctly positioned
and installed
before
backfilling,
ensure
all components
are correctly
positioned
according
to ‘PCA to
2004
Plumbing
Code of Australia’.
Council
should and
makeinstalled
a final
according to
‘PCA 2004
Plumbing
Code ofwith
Australia’.
Council
shouldbefore
make issuing
a final
installation
inspection
to ensure
compliance
all consent
conditions,
installation
ensure
compliance
with all consent
conditions,
an
approvalinspection
to operatetothe
system.
Council inspectors
can use
Checklistbefore
4.1 to issuing
ensure
an approval
to operate
the system.
Council inspectors can use Checklist 4.1 to ensure
the
system has
been installed
correctly.
the system has been installed correctly.
4.5
Operation
4.5
Operation
The plant should be inspected quarterly by the designated service provider. This
The plant
should be inspection
inspected should
quarterly
by the designated service provider. This
detailed
maintenance
include:
detailed
maintenance
inspection
should
include:
• checking that pumps, motors and blower assemblies are operating correctly. If
• the
checking
that
pumps,amotors
blower
assemblies
areit operating
If
system
includes
standbyand
pump,
motor
or blower,
should becorrectly.
alternated
the system
includespiece
a standby
pump,
blower,that
it should
be alternated
with
the operating
from time
to motor
time toor ensure
the work
hours on
with the
operating piece
from time to time to ensure that the work hours on
both
are approximately
equal
both are approximately
equal lines and skimmers are working properly and
• checking
the sludge return
• excess
checking
the does
sludge
lines inand
working properly and
scum
not return
accumulate
the skimmers
clarificationare
chamber
excess
scum
does
not
accumulate
in
the
clarification
chamber
• a suitably qualified person servicing the pump and control system according to
• any
a suitably
qualified
person
servicing the pump
and should
control be
system
according
to
schedule
set by
the manufacturer.
Pump(s)
serviced
at least
any schedule
once
a year set by the manufacturer. Pump(s) should be serviced at least
a year
• once
checking
the sludge depth – accumulated solids in the primary tank may need
• to
checking
the sludge
– accumulated
solids in the primary tank may need
be pumped
out by depth
an approved
contractor
to be pumped
by an
approved
• inspecting
the out
control
system
and contractor
ensuring that it is set to deliver appropriate
• volumes
inspectingoftheeffluent
control system
and ensuring
it isaccording
set to deliver
to specific
irrigation that
fields
to appropriate
the design
volumes of effluent to specific irrigation fields according to the design
hydraulics.
hydraulics.
Council inspectors can use Checklist 4.2 to ensure the system is operating correctly.
Council inspectors can use Checklist 4.2 to ensure the system is operating correctly.
Desludging
Desludging
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•

Council inspectors
can use
4.2 to ensureSystems
the system is operating correctly.
Design
and Installation
ofChecklist
On-site Wastewater
Sludge
accumulation in septic tank chambers should be inspected regularly as part of
Desludging
the maintenance schedule and the sludge depth measured with an appropriate device
Sludge accumulation in septic tank chambers should be inspected regularly as part of
(Figure 4.6). Guidance on the frequency of sludge removal is provided in AS/NZS
the maintenance schedule and the sludge depth measured with an appropriate device
54
1547:2012. Sludge removal should be undertaken by an experienced and licensed
(Figure 4.6). Guidance on the frequency of sludge removal is provided in AS/NZS
contractor.
1547:2012. Sludge removal should be undertaken by an experienced and licensed
When sludge is removed from a septic tank chamber approximately 10% of the
contractor.
original contents should be retained in the tank to help regenerate an appropriate
When sludge is removed from a septic tank chamber approximately 10% of the
bacterial population for ongoing treatment. Once pumped out, the septic tank chamber
original contents should be retained in the tank to help regenerate an appropriate
should be refilled with water to its normal operating level to ensure that the tank is not
bacterial population for ongoing treatment. Once pumped out, the septic tank chamber
subject to undue upward pressure from high groundwater. If the groundwater level in
should be refilled with water to its normal operating level to ensure that the tank is not
the vicinity of the tank is high, the tank should be pumped and simultaneously partially
subject to undue upward pressure from high groundwater. If the groundwater level in
refilled with clean water. Once pumped out, replace all inspection openings and seal
the vicinity of the tank is high, the tank should be pumped and simultaneously partially
the tank lid with flexible sealant.
refilled with clean water. Once pumped out, replace all inspection openings and seal
the tank lid with flexible sealant.

Figure 4.6 Testing sludge depth using a ‘Sonic Sludge Stick’
Figure 4.6 Testing sludge depth using a ‘Sonic Sludge Stick’
General maintenance
The system
owner needs to complete a number of general maintenance and
General
maintenance
operational tasks, including:
The system owner needs to complete a number of general maintenance and
• addressing maintenance issues identified by the service provider
operational tasks, including:
• engaging a contractor to desludge the system when its recommended by the
• addressing maintenance issues identified by the service provider
service provider or council
• engaging a contractor to desludge the system when its recommended by the
• ensuring all products used in the household are safe for an AWTS (bleaches,
service provider or council
many household cleaning products, and certain medications are not safe as
• ensuring all products used in the household are safe for an AWTS (bleaches,
they can adversely affect the biological activity)
many household cleaning products, and certain medications are not safe as
• managing the vegetation around the tank and effluent irrigation areas
they can adversely affect the biological activity)
(including mowing and trimming back bushes for maximum exposure)
• managing the vegetation around the tank and effluent irrigation areas
(including mowing and trimming back bushes for maximum exposure)
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•
•

ensuring a continuous power supply is provided to the system – power to the
system should not be turned off when the house is unoccupied
ensuring that the service provider is contacted as soon as practicable if an
alarm activates.

Checklist 4.2 outlines items that should be checked at a three monthly maintenance
inspection for an operational AWTS. Qualified service providers and council
inspectors can use this checklist for compliance inspections of an AWTS. The land
application section of the checklist can be used for the various effluent irrigation
methods referred to in Sections 12 and 13.
4.6

Common technical issues

A number of common technical problems with AWTS installations have been
observed by plumbers, property owners and regulatory authorities. These include:
• the sludge return line was not installed or not installed correctly
• tanks are not secured into the ground, which causes them to pop out or float
and break/crack the pipes
• the pump size is too small for the hydraulic gradient of the effluent irrigation
system, resulting in overloading and pump burn out
• the effluent management area is too small
• intermittent or low wastewater loads are resulting in a lower level of treatment
• pumps have burned out and the system has failed from disruption to the power
supply
• stormwater in the tank because the location is too low and/or there is no runoff
diversion (Figures 4.7 and 4.8)
• no valid service agreement with an appropriately qualified service provider for
regular inspections
• a subsurface irrigation area flushing or return line was not installed.

Figure 4.7
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Figure 4.8
Both figures – Low installation locations, no stormwater diversion berm / drain
and inadequate sealing of lid to tank leading to stormwater inflows
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Checklist
Checklist4.2
4.2Operational
OperationalAWTS
AWTSinspection
inspectionreport
reportfor
foruse
useby
byservice
service
providers
and
Council
inspectors
providers and Council inspectors
Owner’s
Owner’sname:
name:
Address:
Address:

Council
Council area:
area:

□ Domestic
Domestic

System
Systembrand
brandand
andmodel:
model:
Date
Dateofofservice:
service:

Date
Dateof
oflast
lastservice:
service:

General
GeneralComments
Comments
General
condition
General conditionofof
tank
tank
Comments:
Comments:

□□Good
Good

Septic
Septictank
tank/ /chamber
chamber
Crust
Crust

□□Yes
Yes

Commercial
□ Commercial
Next
Next service
service due:
due:

□□Fair
Fair

Odour
Odour

□□NoNo

□ Yes
Yes

□□Poor
Poor

□ No
No

Sludge
Sludge depth
depth
m
m

Desludge
Desludgeneeded
needed

□□Yes
□ No
Yes
No

Inlet/outlet
Inlet/outlet junctions
junctions
clear
clear

Yes □ No
No
□ Yes

Goodbiological
biologicalactivity
Good
activity

□□Yes
□ No
Yes
No

Sludge
Sludge return
return lines
lines clear
clear

Yes □ No
No
□ Yes

Treatment
Treatmenttank
tank/ /chamber
chamber
Aeration
zone
Aeration zone
Odour
Odour

□□Yes
□□No
Yes
No

Activated
Activatedsludge
sludge
Activated
Activated
Yes
sludge
Yes
sludgesystem
system
Air
Airblower
blower
Yes
working
Yes
working
Air
Airblower
blower
Yes
noise
Yes
noise
Air
Airblower
blower
Yes
pressure
Yes
pressureOK
OK
Air
Airblower
blowerfilter
Yes
cleaned
Yes
filter cleaned
Colour
of
Effluent
(tick
Colour of Effluent (tickone
oneonly)
only)

□□
□□
□□
□□
□□

□□Dark
Darkbrown
brown
(good)
(good)

Suspended
Suspendedgrowth
growth
system
system
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Dissolved
Dissolved
oxygen
oxygen

pH
pH

□ No
No
□ No
No
□ No
No
□ No
No
□ No
No

Diffusers
Diffusers operating
operating
Sufficient
Sufficient air
air supply
supply
Biofilm
Biofilm build
build up
up
Aeration
Aeration timer
timer //
diffusers
diffusers adjusted
adjusted
Air
Air blower
blower filter
filter
replaced
replaced

□
□ Light
Light brown
brown

(insufficient
(insufficient aeration
aeration times)
times)

□□Yes
Yes(conduct
(conductsettleability
settleabilitytest)
test)

mg/L
mg/L

□ Yes
Yes
□ Yes
Yes
□ High
High
□ Yes
Yes
□ Yes
Yes

□ No
No
□ No
No
□ Normal
Normal
□ No
No
□ No
No

□ Dark
Dark grey
grey

(insufficient
(insufficient oxygen
oxygen delivery)
delivery)

□ No
No
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Settleability test

□ Clear

□ Bulky

(good)

□ Turbid

(excess sludge accumulation)

(short residence time and carry over)

Trickling filter
Recirculation pump
operational

□ Yes □ No

Distribution plate
biofilm good

□ Yes □ No

Rotating arm / sprayer
operational

□ Yes □ No

Timer working
correctly

□ Yes □ No

Clarification zone

□ Yes
□ Yes

Sludge return operating
Scum return operating

□ No
□ No

Clarity
Sludge depth

□ Clear □ Cloudy
□ High □ Med

Disinfection

□ Yes

Chlorine
Turbidity

□ No

NTU

□ Yes

Chlorinator intact & operating
No. tablets consumed:

□ No

□ N/A

No. tablets replaced:

Free chlorine

mg/L

□ No

□ Yes

Ultraviolet (UV)
Turbidity

NTU

□ Yes
□ Yes

Lamp cleaned
Lamp replaced

□ No
□ No

□ N/A
□ N/A

Irrigation Chamber
Irrigation pump
operational
Presence of sludge

□ Yes □ No
□ Yes □ No

Float switches operational
Alarm operational

□ Yes □ No
□ Yes □ No

Electrical components
Alarms tested
Water
Air
General condition

□ Good

□ Yes
□ Yes
□ Fair □ Poor

□ No
□ No

Land Application Area
Evidence of physical
damage

□ Yes

□ No

Comments:
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Presence of surface ponding / runoff from the effluent
irrigation area
Excess weed growth in the area
Effluent running into dam, stormwater drain or watercourse

□ Yes
□ Yes
□ Yes

□ No
□ No
□ No

Subsurface Irrigation

Trench / Bed / Mound

Operating pressure

Check surface ponding / toe leaching

□ Good

□ Poor

□ Yes

□ No

□ Yes

□ No

Comments:

Lines back flushed

□ Yes

□ N/A

□ No

Filter checked and cleaned

□ Yes

□ No

□ Yes

□ No

Sprinklers spraying in high
risk area

□ Yes

□ N/A
□ N/A

Auto sequencing valves
working

□ N/A

Manual valves working

□ No

□ Yes □ No □ N/A □ Yes □ No □ N/A
Sprinklers moved / manual valves switched to a different
□ Yes
□ No
effluent irrigation / trench / mound area
Comments, action or repairs needed: (Where a response in the above Checklist needs extra
information or action, specify the action plan and/or the process to fix the problem, or specify an
alternative that is being offered)

Service provider:
Contact number:

Name / title of inspector:

Signature:
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4.7

Case study

A builder engaged a contractor to supply and install an AWTS for a new dwelling in
the Sydney drinking water catchment. The builder also obtained all approvals needed
by council and installed the system before handing the new home over to the owner to
occupy. Upon inspection council officers saw that the system had not been installed
according to the approval. The owner did not have a copy of the approval and did not
know the system was not ready to use.
Problem
The tanks were positioned in the correct location on-site but the lids were not sealed
to prevent stormwater entering and the lid was level with the ground surface on the
upslope side of the tank. A black poly hose was coiled over the top of the tank with
two butterfly sprinklers left in the pump box on the top of the tank (Figure 4.9). The
approved plans for the system indicated that there would be 400 square metres of
surface spray irrigation installed according to buffer distances from the dwelling and a
nearby intermittent drainage line.

Figure 4.9 New AWTS with irrigation hose coiled on top, no sprinklers and
potential for stormwater inundation
Solution
•
•
•
•

Install the AWTS and irrigation system as needed by the council approval (the
installer of the wastewater and effluent disposal system must be provided with
the relevant conditions of consent)
install a surface water diversion drain around the top of the tank to divert all
upslope surface water runoff away from the tank
seal around the lid of the tank to ensure stormwater water cannot enter the
system
system installers should liaise with builders and property owners about
outstanding work needed for the system to comply with council approvals.
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